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"THE FATHERS LOVE"

IT IS SAID THAT THERE IS LOVE
IT COMES FROM HIM WAY UP ABOVE
WHEN WE HURT HE FEELS OUR PAIN
WHEN HE CRIES IT FALLS AS RAIN
HE FEELS OUR PAIN AND SEES OUR TEARS
HE MENDS OUR HEARTS AND CALMS OUR FEARS
IF NOT FOR HIM WHERE WOULD WE BE
TOSSED LIKE A SHIP ON A RAGING SEA
HIS LOVE FOR US IS NEVER WRONG
HIS LOVE FOR US IS VERY STRONG
WHEN WE FAIL TO LOVE AND LEARN
HAVE WE FAILED AT EVERY TURN
FOR IT IS US WHO FAIL TO SEE
THE LOVE GOD HAS FOR YOU AND ME

K. C. RAUCH
"THE CHOSEN FEW"

LOVE IS FOR THE CHOSEN FEW
SOFT AND SWEET AS MORNING DEW
IT COMES TO THOSE WHO DO BELIEVE
NOT TO THOSE WHO SIT AND GRIEVE
SO PUT A SMILE UPON YOUR FACE
COME MY LOVE AND TAKE YOUR PLACE
STAND AMONG THE CHOSEN FEW
FOR LOVE HAS COME TO ME AND YOU
THOUGH I MUST WAIT UNTIL WE MEET
TO TASTE YOUR KISS I KNOW IS SWEET
WAIT I WILL BUT JUST FOR YOU
TO TASTE THAT KISS AS SWEET AS DEW
YOUR LOVE FOR ME MY LOVE FOR YOU
PUTS US AMONG THE CHOSEN FEW

K. C. RAUCH
"Friends"

There is a woman in my heart
I have loved her from the start
She holds my heart within her hand
This destiny was never planned
A friend of mine she'll always be
I'll love her through eternity
Through thick or thin good times or bad
When she is down or feeling sad
I'll do my best to make her smile
In love with her still all the while
Sometimes we laugh sometimes we fight
We've never shared a quiet night
I thank the stars that this is so
For that is why I love her so
Yet there are times we don't agree
And there are times she angers me
But love her still I surely do
Maybe some day she'll love me too

K. C. Rauch
"A Friend Always"

When you are sad it hurts me too
Though you can't see what I go through
Sad you are and that hurts me
Your happiness I wish to see
I yearn to see your special smile
To see you live your unique style
Unique you are as night or day
The things you do the things you say
To put a smile upon your face
To take you to a special place
These are the things I'd like to do
To share these times with only you
For friends we are and friends we'll be
From now until eternity

K.C. Rauch
"Love Can Come"

Love can come in many forms
on sunny days or during storms
when you wish upon a star
love can come from near or far
and come it will for most at least
yes love can tame a wild beast
there's many things that love can do
like dry a tear or tie a shoe
love can come or love can go
when it comes you'll surely know
don't let it go at any cost
for those who have have truly lost

K. C. Rauch
"AT WHAT COST"

Friends we're not that's plain to see
Though I have tried its not to be
Go where you will and live your life
I pray you never suffer strife
But when you choose to come around
Don't be surprised if I'm not found
We live and die by choices made
And in the end all bills are paid
Paid they are but at what cost
We know that when we see what's lost

K. C. Rauch
"No Other"

My love for you is like no other
Not for myself nor for my mother
You alone mean more to me
It's you alone I wish to see
My actions put us far apart
I hold you close within my heart
Within my heart I love you so
This love is true I pray you know
To spend my life alone with you
Is all I wish to really do
Your love for me can make it so
together we can watch love grow
Seasons change as all things do
Except the love I have for you

K. C. Rauch
"SPECIAL DAY"

SPECIAL DAY WE ALL HAVE ONE
ON THIS DAY WE LOOK FOR FUN
ANOTHER YEAR HAS COME TO PASS
IT DOES NOT MEAN YOU HAVE NO CLASS
SO LAUGH AND SMILE AND HAVE A BALL
AND SHOW THE WORLD THAT YOU STAND TALL
DO NOT LET NO ONE BRING YOU DOWN
DON'T TURN YOUR SMILE INTO A FROWN
IT IS YOUR DAY AND YOURS ALONE
T'S NOT THE DAY TO BE OUT SHOWN
SO SHINE FOR ALL THE WORLD TO SEE
AND ALL DAY LONG JUST BE HAPPY

K. C. RAUCH
"Death of a Sunrise"

Darkest black the sky of night
Fades to gray with morning light
From dark to light the days begun
From setting moon to rising sun
Across the sky its path is set
Beginning east and ending west
Throughout the day the sun so bright
Lights up the world until the night
The sunrise now to meet its end
We welcome dusk just as a friend
From dusk to dark the night returns
The sun so bright no longer burns

K. C. Rauch
"'MoonBEAMS'"

MoonBEAMS DANCE and LIGHT THE NIGHT
Bringing SMILES and SUCH DELIGHT
I CAPTURED ONE or THOUGHT I DID
IT DISAPPEARED or RAN and HID
WHERE ITS GONE I DO NOT KNOW
IT TOOK WITH IT ITS LOVELY GLOW
THEY COME AND GO THROUGHOUT THE NIGHT
GONE FOR GOOD with MORNINGS LIGHT
TO CATCH ANOTHER I SHALL TRY
WHEN THE MoONS HIGH in THE SKY
BUT CAN I KEEP IT IF I DO
IF I CAN I'LL CAPTURE TWO
ONE for NOW would BE JUST Fine
I JUST WANT ONE I CAN CALL MINE

K. C. RaUCH
"OUR LOVE"

Some people climb to reach the summit while others trip and only plummet.
Our lives been full of ups and downs at times reflecting circus clowns.
But up or down through bad or good there is one thing that's understood.
We stay in touch through thick and thin through good or bad time and again.
We stay together while others part.
That shows the love deep in our heart.
The love we have shall pull us through.
The love we have is pure and true through all of this it's not to fail.
Because of love we shall prevail.

K. C. Rauch
"Thank You Mother Earth"

When the wind blows through the trees, if you listen closely, you can hear them as they whisper among themselves. They speak of times long ago, long before man ever walked upon the Earth.

When the birds sing, do you listen? You should, for they too speak, they say how things were before humankind invaded the lands.

Do you watch the flowers when they bloom? Their beauty shows in the vibrant colors with which they are painted. They move with grace when they dance in a breeze.

If we watch and listen carefully to what is going on around us, we would see a most spectacular sight, Mother Earth in all of her glory.

Stop today, just for a moment, take the time to witness something beautiful. Take a real look at nature, see what many take for granted, and then say thank you to Mother Earth for giving you something so special.

K. C. Rauch
"Holiday Times"

With the stars and the moon
Shining bright in the night
The snow on the trees
Is a wondrous sight
Icicles glisten from eaves
Where they hang
Carolers strolling
While carols they sang
With eggnog in hand
And a log on the fire
The holiday season
Brings hope and desire
A tree with its tinsel
And presents galore
Shoppers with bundles
Still shopping for more
Families shall gather
to share with each other
Hugging and kissing
A sister or brother
As you're enjoying
The season this year
Please know in my heart
That I'm keeping you near

K. C. Rauch
"You're my Valentine"

Flowers by the dozen
Hearts of pink and red

The love I hold within my heart
Is more than words have said

Once a year there is a day
A day that's meant for love

When Cupid shoots his arrows
At our hearts from up above

Years ago an arrow came
It pierced my aching heart

Filling me with happiness
Of which you are a part

On this day I send to you
An arrow of your own

To share the love I have for you
And show how much it's grown

You alone now hold a key
A key that opens doors

Doors that hold abundant love
A love that is all yours

Happy Valentine's Day!

K. C. Rauch
"Colors"

Children's cheeks so rosy red
Deep gray clouds float overhead
Yellow sunflowers face the east
A big green dragon such a beast
Colors shining oh so bright
Bring happiness and such delight
Fruit of orange and sky of blue
Purple mountains standing true
Carnations bloom in pretty pink
An octopus and its black ink
Colors for us everywhere
Like the rainbow in the air
Without the colors that we see
How dull our lives would surely be

K. C. Rauch
"Homeless Journey"

Under bridges I have slept
Beneath the willows I have wept
Looked for food like oh so many
More than once not finding any
I walk the streets in cold and rain
I mask the hurt and hide the pain
A job today but not tomorrow
Brings no hope but lots of sorrow
I have no place to call my own
I wander now from town to town
Many sights I've seen it's true
Unable to enjoy the view
Living now from day to day
Hoping someone points the way
A way to something more than this
For in this life there is no bliss
Knowing not what's next to come
Still looking for a place called home

K.C. Rauch
"A DAY AT THE BEACH"

Palm trees swaying in the breeze
Waves roll in from off the seas
Sand of gold and shells of white
On the beach a common sight
Children playing in the sand
Lovers strolling hand in hand
Surfers hope to catch one more
That wave to ride into the shore
Gulls are soaring overhead
Setting sun a ball of red
Driftwood gathered for the night
Fires burn for warmth and light
As the moon begins to rise
So too the glow of fireflies
Music soft now starts to play
A perfect ending to the day

K. C. Rauch
"Winter"

COLDER NIGHTS SHALL NOW BEGIN
WINTER DAYS HAVE SETTLED IN
TREES AND SHRUBS NO LONGER GREEN
CHILDREN'S BREATH CAN NOW BE SEEN
BIRDS OF SUMMER TAKE THEIR FLIGHT
FARMs AND FIELDS DRESSED IN WHITE
THESE ARE SIGNS THAT WINTERS HERE
ONCE AGAIN THAT TIME OF YEAR
SEASONS COME AND SEASONS GO
THIS ONE BRINGS US LOTS OF SNOW
A NORTHERN WINTER CAN'T BE BEAT
FIRES BURN FOR WARMTH AND HEAT
IF YOU LIKE THE SUMMER WARMTH
THEN BRING YOURSELF NOT TO THE NORTH
FOR IN THE SNOW WE LOVE TO PLAY
WE WISH THE SNOW WERE HERE TO STAY
BUT GONE AGAIN IT SOON WILL BE
AND WITH IT WINTER FUN FOR ME

K. C. RAUCH
(THE SEASONS COLLECTION)
"Spring"

Small green shoots begin to show tiny sprouts now start to grow
Weather warms with trees in bloom no longer trapped in winter's gloom
Nests are built as robins sing flowers open to the spring
gentle showers softly fall bringing life to one and all
Springs the time to start anew with warming sun and morning dew
Bunnies, birds and butterflies leaves of green and clear blue skies
These are signs that spring is here filling hearts with joy and cheer
Just like birds that soar above springs the season meant for love

K. C. Rauch
(The Seasons Collection)

(19)
"Summer"

Boats upon the water
A very welcome sight

Fishermen in waders
Hoping for a bite

Children running to and fro
All without a care

Kites of many colors
Soaring in the air

Bathers soaked with oil
On the beaches lie

These are signs of summer
Weather warm and dry

Fireflies are all aglow
As twilight starts to fall

Coyotes searching for a mate
Listen for a call

Shooting stars and comets
Fill the sky with light

Owls hoot in nearby trees
Waiting to take flight

Bats in search of dinner
Flying overhead

Around a roaring fire
Are tails of the dead

Cowboys and their horses
With herds they now must tend

Another day of summer
Is coming to an end

So just relax
Enjoy the day
You know it won't be long

The pleasure times we have right now
So soon will all be gone

K. C. Rauch
(The Seasons Collection)
"Fall"

Leaves of green turn gold and red
Summers flowers now are dead
Farmers reap what they have sown
Happy with the crops they've grown
Canning done and put away
Stored for use another day
Pumpkins raised for Halloween
Jack-o-lanterns are the scene
Children dressed up like a ghost
Hoping they receive the most
Turkey baked and stuffed with bread
Dad and children all are fed
Pecan pie and pumpkin too
A piece for me, a slice for you
It's not the time for tricks and pranks
This is the season to give thanks

K. C. Rauch
(The Seasons Collection)
"More Each Day"

Where will I go without your love
I will not soar way up above
Like the birds that fly so high
Or the clouds up in the sky
I came to you with broken wings
A clouded mind and other things
You cleared my head and made me feel
My love for you is very real
And now you need to hear me say
I love you more and more each day
I've told you twice what love can do
Now tell me once you love me too
My love for you is here to stay
I love you more and more each day

K. C. Rauch

(22)
"Autumn's Poem"

Within my heart I hold you dear
Within my heart I keep you near
Oh child of mine do not despair
Just because I am not there
A father's love don't go away
It is a love that's here to stay
So when you're down or feeling blue
That's when my love will still be true
So whether good or being bad
Through all of it I'm still your dad
I'll love you till the very end
All because I am your friend
So here for you I'll always be
With open arms and love for thee

K. C. Rauch

"For Autumn Moon -
With all of the love a
Father has for his daughter.
"Silent Words"

There are times when words don't come
At times like these I just have none
It does not mean that I can't speak
But times like these just keep me meek
In my heart and in my head
Are many words that I have said
Though not out loud for all to hear
These words scream out so loud and clear
You mean a lot to me it's true
So what is there for me to do
I miss you dear so very much
Your special scent your tender touch
I keep you near me every day
I hold you close in my own way
So know that deep within my heart
The world can not keep us apart
I love you more than words can say
Even more than yesterday

K. C. Rauch
Dear Friend of mine I am concerned you're sad and lonely I have learned this breaks my heart and clouds my mind because I know you're warm and kind no one should be alone or sad there's so much happiness to be had all I can do is send you words I hope and pray not ones you've heard they're full of love and lots of hope maybe my words will help you cope some things in life we can't control sometimes these things can take their toll I try my best to help you out sometimes it's best to scream and shout so scream at me or yell out loud to have your trust would make me proud for proud I am to call you friend your friend I'll stay until the end

K.C. Rauch

(25)
"Greatful"

Alone I sit and missing you
Sometimes not knowing what to do
The thought of you helps keep me sane
Your love takes me to higher plains
There are days I am so low
Not really sure where I should go
It is your love that keeps me strong
It's I alone who was so wrong
I try each day to make this right
Then on my knees I pray each night
I thank the gods for who you are
Awaiting answers from afar
Then ask them who I am to be
So greatful they gave you to me
The day shall come when I'll be free
And all my love I save for thee

K. C. Rauch
"THE HOLIDAY SEASON"

The gifts are all wrapped with a ribbon and bow
The rooftops are covered with white fluffy snow
Trees are aglow with the tinsel and lights
Popcorn and ornaments shiny and bright
With couples on sleigh rides and skaters on ice
Eggnog and cocoa warm cozy and nice
Children on sleds are now gliding downhill
Laughing and shouting enjoying the thrill
This time of year brings a joy all its own
For toddlers and children and those who are grown
The holiday season with all of its cheer
Would not mean a thing without you in it dear

K. C. Raunch
"A Family Holiday"

The gifts have been wrapped
and the goose has been roasted
we all raise our glass
and the season is toasted
with family and loved ones
we gather to meet
around a large table
we sit down to eat
thanks to the savior
and prayers for the rest
this season for giving
is simply the best
please take time this season
to think of me too
and know in your heart
i'll be thinking of you

K. C. Rauch
"Show That We Care"

Snow on the ground and snow in the air
It is the right season to show that we care
Snowmen are built by children at play
Angels and snowflakes the art of the day
Fresh trees are cut and adorned with a star
Lights burning bright can be seen from afar
Colors are festive and spirits will soar
Cookies and breads plus pastries and more
The scents of the season are afloat on the air
Children are playing and have not a care
They wait for the man all dressed up in red
Thoughts of his coming as they rush off to bed
Awake they will stay or at least they shall try
To see if his reindeer really do fly
But try as they might they soon fall asleep
He comes and he goes leaving treasures to keep
They wake in the morning and rush out to see
All of the gifts he left under the tree
Cookies and milk were left out to eat
But all that remains is the soot from his feet
The smoke from his pipe is still in the air
Yes this is the season to show that we care

K. C. Rauch
"WHAT DOES CHRISTMAS REALLY MEAN"

THE CHRISTMAS SEASON COMES AGAIN
But how did it really begin
ON a cross the man now dead
or with a man all dressed in red
Is it a birth we celebrate
or a sleigh of gifts on which we wait
What does Christmas really mean
A gift that's wrapped a tree of green
A child born one winter night
With wise men guided by a light
Tales told to honor each
For which one does your spirit reach
Give a gift and show your love
But don't forget the one above
Reach out to others 'tis the season
Within your heart you'll find the reason
Which ever side you choose to share
Be sure to show you truly care

K. C. RAUCH
"Small Town Life"

Small town life across the land
Couples walking hand in hand
Rodeos and county fairs
Barkers yell to hawk their wares
Whether shy or fairly bold
There's something here for young and old
Cowboys try to ride a bull
Food to eat 'til you're full
Games of chance are hit or miss
Young girls blush at a stolen kiss
Mama's peaches Grama's pies
Each competes to win the prize
Jams in jars to be judged too
To win the ribbon colored blue
Ladies hope to be crowned queen
All this makes a festive scene
When everything is said and done
Small town life is full of fun

K. C. Rauch

(Americana Collection)
"American Countryside"

Big red barn stands all alone
Silos rust corn now gone
Weeds now grow in fertile soil
Farmers here no longer toil
Fields once so full and green
A common sight no longer seen
Signs of life we thought would last
Are now just signs of times gone past
Windmills lean about to fall
Once watered crops that grew so tall
Just the scarecrow stands alone
His clothes and straw are almost gone
Animals with all their sound
Once roaming here no longer found
The sign you read up on the tank
Says this land here now owned by bank

K.C. Rauch

(Americana Collection)
"Country Life"

Country road of dirt and stone
don't lane I walk alone
Tractors, pick-ups, rusted cars
Out in fields under the stars
Old men gathered at the store
Swapping tales and so much more
Two old boys at checkers play
As corn and wheat now dance and sway
Children running down the street
Old dogs try to beat the heat
Laundry hanging out to dry
While the suns high in the sky
Young boys fish with old cane poles
don't at the local fishing hole
Young girls dream of movie stars
Teenage boys of souped up cars
This is life as life should be
At least it is out in the country

K.C. Rauch
(Americana Collection)
"Southwest Sunset"

From where I sit it's simply best
As the sun sets in the west
On a rock I sit and think
Sky of yellow orange and pink
Orb of red slowly descends
Another day comes to an end
Golden streaks and fading light
Together make a wondrous sight
The days last rays now fading fast
There is no way to make it last
With these words I bring to you
The beauty seen by just a few
The hand of God has painted this
A sight no one should ever miss

K. C. Rauch
"Gate Keeper"

Clothes of black with eyes of red
He's the one who keeps the dead
Skin so white it almost glows
Why he does this no one knows
Some say penance others fate
Either way he keeps the gate
To meet this one is not the best
For if you do you failed the test
So live your life and live it right
Or you may meet him one dark night
This is not the place to come
For this is where his spirits from
It is he who's gate is kept
countless souls from here have wept
More shall come but none will leave
Because of him their families grieve
So stay away or his you'll be
From now throughout eternity

K.C. Ranch
"Utopia"

Lush trees full and green
Flowers bloom in many colors

Birds singing songs of joy
Bees and butterflies aloft

Crystal clear water flows
Tall grass sways in a breeze

Sun shines from a cloudless sky
A blue that goes forever

Animals roam sharing their space
Bears with lions moose with tigers

Insects toil in what they do
Nests and lairs built

To see all this as it is
Undisturbed and in all its splendor

Proves heaven does exist
Even if only when I close my eyes

K. C. Raunch
Tis not the time for sorrow
Today is not tomorrow
Once we get past the sorrow
Today becomes tomorrow

K.C. Rauch

"YESTERDAY"

Today is tomorrow's yesterday
Yesterday's tomorrow is today
Tomorrow today will be yesterday
Yesterday today was tomorrow
Tomorrow yesterday is today
If this confuses you don't worry
Tomorrow will be here before you know it
And today will not matter because now it's yesterday

K.C. Rauch
"THE POETS LAST POEM"

DIPPING QUILL INTO INK
    THE POET NOW BEGINS TO THINK
WITH HIS PEN INK MEETS PAPER
    A MATCH IS STRUCK TO LIGHT A TAPER
A SINGLE CANDLE IS HIS LIGHT
    AS HE WRITES THROUGHOUT THE NIGHT
FROM HIS HEART THE FEELINGS FLOW
    UNDER THE CANDLES TINY GLOW
WORDS OF LOVE AND BROKEN HEARTS
    HOW IT ENDS BEFORE IT STARTS
A MAIDEN OWNS HIS LONELY HEART
    EVEN THOUGH THEY'RE FAR APART
PAYING Penance FOR HIS SIN
    HE YEARNS TO HOLD HER ONCE AGAIN
NEVER KNOWING WHATS TO COME
    ONLY WANTING TO GO HOME
NOW HE PUTS HIS PEN TO REST
    FINISHING HIS FINAL QUEST

K. C. RAUCH

(38)
"Feelings"

What will it take
to explain how I feel
How can I tell you
that my love is real
The words I have spoken
you seem not to hear
My feelings for you
is not something to fear
Just like the flowers
that bloom in the spring
The roses, the tulips
the birds when they sing
All of this beauty
is how I see you
What can I say
to prove that it's true
All that I tell you
things that I've said
Come from my heart
a heart that has bled
Feelings like this
are a treasure it's true
These are the feelings
I have just for you

K. C. Ranch

(39)
"THANKS MOM"

You cleaned up the messes
   that I had made
You held me so close
   when I was afraid
You fixed what I broke
   and seldom got mad
You loved me so fully
   when I was so bad
You've done all of this
   without thinking of you
So I'd like to say
   that I love you too!

Happy Mothers Day!

K.C. Rauch
"Twilight"

Light grows weaker as dark gets stronger
Sun sinks lower and shadows grow longer
No longer day but not yet night
This time of day we call twilight
While stars begin to fill the sky
The moon also begins to rise
Hear the crickets mating call
As darkness now begins to fall
With nothing left that we can do
Colors lose their vibrant hue
The day has lost its futile fight
Giving way unto the night

K. C. Rauch
"Shiny Treasures"

Many times you broke my heart
piece by piece it came apart
treasures bright as shiny gold
are now just shells empty and cold
a broken heart is all I own
the rest I had is now all gone
a love I thought I'd have forever
became the one who told me never
through it all I love you still
within my heart I go through hell
will there ever come a time
when your love is only mine
patiently I'll wait and see
if my prayer shall come to be

K. C. Ranch

(42)
"OTHERS COST"

Pain and hurt enough to share
Smoke and stench now fill the air
Soldiers fall from wounds that bled
Privates and sergeants among the dead
Bombs explode as bullets fly
Buildings crumble brothers die
Leaders fail to fight their fights
Causing others sleepless nights
Death and destruction the signs they leave
Widows and children are left to grieve
How do you add up the cost
For all of those that we have lost
When those in charge begin to bend
That is when the death will end

K.C. Rauch
"Road of Life"

Day by day and year by year
This road we tread becomes more clear
The path of life will twist and turn
On this path we hope to learn
While we grow we slowly age
With every day we turn a page
Can you value what Life taught
Life's true knowledge can't be bought

K. C. Rauch
"You"

If I could show you how I felt
The way your love makes my heart melt
I see your beauty a work of art
Your love helps heal my aching heart
I hear your voice my heart beats fast
I pray that I can make this last
You're my cause for holding on
Always scared that you'll be gone
My hope that I will hold you near
To not do so my greatest fear
Shall we ever live as one
I'll work until I see this done

K. C. Rauch